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“Fortunately, everything was fine after the rain. ” 

 

A minute later. 

 

The car slowly stopped in front of a single-family apartment. 

 

“Song Chenyu got out of the car and walked a few steps. He turned around and instructed his assistant, 

“You guys can go back first. You Don’t have to pick me up tonight.” ” 

 

“The assistant said carefully, “Then what about the scenes in the afternoon?” ” 

 

“Song Chenyu was in a good mood today, so he didn’t make things difficult for his assistant. “I’ll talk to 

the Director.” ” 

 

“Okay.”His assistant nodded. 

 

“Song Chenyu walked all the way to the apartment. Just as he was about to ring the doorbell, the door 

opened from inside. “Miss Chenyu.” ” 

 

“”Special Assistant Liu, where’s my third brother?”Song Chenyu looked inside. ” 

 

“Special assistant Liu said, “The boss is taking a medicinal bath upstairs.” ” 

 

“Medicinal bath?”Song Chenyu frowned. “What’s wrong with my third brother?” 

 



“Special assistant Liu said, “It’s still the same old problem.” ” 

 

“Song Chenyu nodded. As she walked into the house, she sized up the environment of the apartment. ” 

 

“At this moment, a middle-aged woman and two young girls walked out from inside. ” 

 

“Special Assistant Liu took the initiative to introduce them. “Miss Chenyu, this is Auntie Wu, who is in 

charge of the boss’s three meals a day. These are Little Zhao and little Wang, who are in charge of 

cleaning. Auntie Wu, Little Zhao and Little Wang, this is the boss’s sister, Miss Chenyu.” ” 

 

“Auntie Wu said respectfully, “Miss Chenyu.” ” 

 

“Little Zhao and little Wang were young girls who liked to chase after celebrities. They immediately 

recognized song Chenyu and said happily, “I know you! You’re the Big Star, Song Chenyu!” ” 

 

“As a celebrity, the happiest thing to do was to be recognized by the fans. ” 

 

“Song Chenyu smiled and said, “Hello.” ” 

 

The two girls were very excited to see their idol. 

 

Song Chenyu turned to look at special assistant Liu. “I’m going upstairs for a walk.” 

 

Special Assistant Liu made a ‘please’gesture. 

 

“Song Chenyu stepped forward, and special assistant Liu followed behind her to introduce which was 

song Shiyu’s room and which was the guest room. ” 

 

“Song Chenyu opened song Shiyu’s room and said with a smile, “My third brother is still the same. Apart 

from the bed, there’s nothing else in the room.” ” 



 

“In fact, Song Chenyu and song Shiyu were not biological siblings. ” 

 

Song Chenyu was an orphan adopted by Old Lady Song. 

 

“Although they were not biological siblings, Song Shiyu was closer to this sister than his own sister. ” 

 

Song Chenyu had been working hard in the capital all these years. 

 

“Although it was said that he had no relatives and earned everything by himself, in fact, a lot of 

resources came from Song Shiyu. ” 

 

“At this moment, song Chenyu’s gaze was attracted by the shiny thing beside the pillow. ” 

 

“What’s That?” 

 

It seemed to be a hair clip on a girl’s head. 

 

Song Chenyu’s eyes lit up. 

 

She had never seen song Shiyu like anyone in her entire life. 

 

“Moreover, song Shiyu had personality disorder and mania. Other than being a little special to her 

younger sister, he didn’t treat anyone well. ” 

 

“Then, how could song Shiyu have such a thing around him? ” 

 

Could it be that song Shiyu had prepared a gift for her? 

 



“Yes, it must be like that! ” 

 

Song Chenyu walked forward and picked up the hairpin. 

 

It was a very beautiful crystal hairpin. 

 

“Seeing this, special assistant Liu’s eyebrows jumped and he hurriedly said, “Miss Chenyu, the boss 

usually doesn’t allow anyone to touch this hairpin. Quickly put it down! If the boss sees it, he will 

definitely be angry!” ” 

 

Angry? 

 

Song Shiyu would be angry with her? 

 

How could that be! 

 

“Song Chenyu smiled and said, “Don’t worry! My third brother will not be angry.” ” 

 

“As she said that, song Chenyu put the hair clip on her head and started to look at herself in the mirror. ” 

 

It was a very nice looking hair clip. 

 

The only flaw was that it was a little cheap. 

 

“However, this was the first time song Shiyu bought something for a girl, so it was normal that he didn’t 

know how to choose it. ” 

 

“Who told you to touch it!” 

 

“Just then, a cold voice suddenly appeared in the air. ” 
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The sudden sound in the quiet room made song Chenyu Tremble in fear. 

 

“Before she could react, the crystal hair clip on her hair had been violently ripped off.” 

 

An intense pain came from her scalp. 

 

“Song Chenyu raised her head to look at song Shiyu, her eyes filled with disbelief. “Third brother…”” 

 

Song Shiyu had never treated her this way since she was young. 

 

What was going on today? 

 

“If it wasn’t for the fact that her hair had been torn off, she would have thought that she was dreaming.” 

 

How did song Shiyu suddenly become like this? 

 

Was his mania acting up? 

 

“In the past, even if song Shiyu’s mania was acting up, he wouldn’t treat her like this!” 

 

Could it be that song Shiyu’s condition had worsened and he didn’t recognize her? 

 

“Song Chenyu’s eyes reddened immediately. “Third brother, I’m Chenyu…”” 

 



“As long as song Shiyu knew that she was song Chenyu, he would definitely apologize to her 

immediately.” 

 

Song Shiyu clenched his hair clip tightly in his hands. 

 

The veins on his forehead bulged. It was obvious that he was extremely furious. 

 

Even song Chenyu had never seen song Shiyu like this. 

 

“Get lost!” 

 

Get lost? 

 

Song Shiyu actually told her to get lost? 

 

Song Chenyu’s eyes were filled with disbelief. 

 

He was song Shiyu’s most beloved younger sister. Why would song Shiyu tell her to get lost? 

 

“Third brother! Take a good look at who I am!”Song Chenyu couldn’t help but roar. “Isn’t it just a 

hairpin?” 

 

Did song Shiyu have to be so angry at her over a hairpin? 

 

“Moreover, song Shiyu had bought this hairpin for him!” 

 

Song Chenyu was not sure which of song Shiyu’s words had angered song Shiyu. 

 

Slap! 



 

A crisp sound of a slap suddenly appeared in the air. 

 

“Song Chenyu’s head was hit hard to the side, and a bright red palm print appeared on the left side of 

his face.” 

 

“Get lost!” 

 

“This time, song Chenyu was completely dumbfounded.” 

 

She did not expect song Shiyu to hit her. 

 

“Ever since she was young, song Shiyu had never said a single harsh word to her.” 

 

“Even at Old Madam Song’s funeral, Song Shiyu did not blame her for not returning to Yun Jing because 

her schedule was too full.” 

 

But now… 

 

Song Shiyu actually hit her because of a small hairpin. 

 

Could it be that song Shiyu did not buy this hairpin for her? 

 

But she was song Shiyu’s only sister. 

 

“If he didn’t buy it for her, who else could he buy it for?” 

 

“Song Chenyu looked at the unfamiliar song Shiyu in front of him, and his entire body turned cold.” 

 



He had to admit that this song Shiyu was really too terrifying. 

 

He was like a demon that had crawled out of Hell. 

 

That gaze… 

 

Was as if he wanted to kill someone. 

 

“Song Chenyu stood rooted to the ground, almost forgetting to react.” 

 

“Special Assistant Liu saw that something was wrong, and immediately walked in front of Song Chenyu, 

holding song Chenyu’s hand as they walked downstairs.” 

 

Bang! 

 

“As soon as they left, there was a violent sound of the door closing behind them.” 

 

The sudden loud sound made song Chenyu’s heart tremble. 

 

At that moment. 

 

She almost thought that she would die under song Shiyu’s hands. 

 

Song Shiyu was a person. 

 

“He was temperamental, unpredictable, and his hands were stained with blood.” 

 

He could even kill his biological father. 

 



He came downstairs. 

 

Special Assistant Liu went to look for the first aid kit. 

 

“Song Chenyu sat on the sofa, covering her left cheek with her hand. Her eyes were dark.” 

 

She really could not understand why song Shiyu would treat her like this. 

 

“”Miss Chenyu, please apply some medicine first.”Special Assistant Liu handed song Chenyu a box of 

ointment.” 

 

Song Chenyu looked up at Special Assistant Liu. “What’s with the hair clip?” 

 

“Special Assistant Liu shook his head. “I only know that the boss cherishes this hair clip very much. 

Previously, he even auctioned an antique crystal jewelry box to hold this crystal hair clip.”” 

 

“A crystal hair clip was only a few dollars, but the crystal box song Shiyu auctioned at the auction cost 

seven figures.” 

 

Song Chenyu narrowed his eyes. 

 

Could it be… 

 

That song Shiyu had someone in his heart? 

 

It shouldn’t be. 

 

“Song Shiyu had very serious personality disorders, emotional disorders, zero degrees of empathy, and 

even professional psychologists said that he might die alone.” 

 



“How could a selfish, cold-blooded, and heartless person like someone?” 

 

“Song Shiyu turned to look at special assistant Liu and asked, “Has my third brother been particularly 

interested in anyone recently?”” 

 

“No.”Special Assistant Liu shook his head. 

 

Song Chenyu narrowed his eyes. 

 

No? 

 

Then whose hair clip was this? 

 

Could it be song Shiyu’s mother’s relic? 

 

“Song Shiyu’s mother had died tragically, and she had encountered many misfortunes in her childhood. 

That was why she had become a moody person with emotional difficulties.” 

 

“If that hair clip was song Shiyu’s mother’s relic, then all of this could be easily explained.” 

 

With that thought in mind. 

 

“Song Chenyu felt much better and continued, “Third brother, how long are you planning to stay in the 

capital this time?”” 
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“Special assistant Liu said, “Boss is preparing to settle down in the capital in the future, and the 

headquarters has already moved to the center of the capital.”” 

 

Settle down? 

 

“Hearing this, song Chenyu suddenly raised his head.” 

 

The song family’s ancestral business was in Yun Jing. 

 

Song Shiyu’s sudden decision to come to the capital was really puzzling. 

 

Could it be that song Shiyu had come for her? 

 

He was worried that she would stay in the capital alone. 

 

“After all, she had previously said in front of Song Shiyu that she would stay in the capital to develop and 

would not return to Yunjing in the future.” 

 

At the thought of this. 

 

Song Chenyu was exceptionally happy. 

 

Song Shiyu had actually moved the song group’s headquarters to the capital for her! 

 

How many older brothers in this world could do what song Shiyu did? 

 

She knew that song Shiyu still had a little sister in his heart. 

 

“In her opinion, Song Shiyu was a crazy person who spoiled his sister.” 



 

Although song Shiyu had just slapped her. 

 

That was because she had touched the relic of Song Shiyu’s birth mother. 

 

“When song Shiyu was young, he had even witnessed the tragic death of his birth mother.” 

 

“This made him unable to let go of it, and it was also a thorn in song Shiyu’s heart.” 

 

“Therefore, song Chenyu could understand song Shiyu!” 

 

Song Chenyu raised his head to look at special assistant Liu. “Are you sure that third brother has moved 

the Song Empire’s headquarters here?” 

 

“Yes.”Special Assistant Liu nodded. “The headquarters has officially started operating.” 

 

“Song Chenyu was very excited. He picked up the ointment on the table and applied it evenly on his 

face. Then, he said, “Special Assistant Liu, go get someone to buy some vegetables. I want to personally 

cook for third brother.”” 

 

Special Assistant Liu was stunned. 

 

Didn’t song Shiyu Just Slap Song Chenyu? 

 

Song Chenyu wasn’t angry at all? 

 

“Instead, he wanted to cook for Song Shiyu?” 

 

“Hurry up and go! What are you waiting for!”Song Chenyu urged Special Assistant Liu. 

 



“Special Assistant Liu nodded. “Okay, I’ll go right away.”” 

 

Special Assistant Liu immediately arranged for people to buy vegetables. 

 

“Soon, the uncle in charge of purchasing the vegetables came back.” 

 

“Song Chenyu personally cooked. After working for more than two hours, he finally finished cooking a 

table full of dishes.” 

 

The dishes were delicious. 

 

“After cooking, song Chenyu went upstairs and knocked on song Shiyu’s door.” 

 

“Third brother.” 

 

There was no response in the room. 

 

“Song Chenyu continued, “Third brother, I’m sorry. I was wrong just now. I shouldn’t have randomly 

searched through your things. I didn’t do it on purpose. Can you forgive me?”” 

 

“”Third brother, I was wrong. I really was wrong. Please forgive me.”” 

 

“No matter how song Chenyu spoke outside, there was still no sound from inside.” 

 

“Just as song Chenyu thought that the door would not open, the door was opened from inside.” 

 

“Third brother!”Song Chenyu raised his head in joy. 

 

Song Shiyu’s face was still expressionless. There seemed to be a layer of frost between his brows. 

“You’re not allowed to enter my room in the future.” 



 

“Song Chenyu was stunned at first, then he said, “Okay.”” 

 

“”Third brother, I’ve made dinner. Do you want to go down and eat?”Song Chenyu continued to ask.” 

 

“”I’m not hungry.”After saying this, song Shiyu directly closed the door.” 

 

Song Chenyu looked at the closed door and was not angry. 

 

Because she understood song Shiyu’s habits. 

 

“After all, Song Shiyu had always been a cold-blooded and heartless person.” 

 

She was already very excited that song Shiyu was willing to come to the capital for her. 

 

“She only needed to know that song Shiyu had a little sister in his heart, and that was enough.” 

 

“Song Chenyu smiled, turned around, and walked downstairs.” 

 

… 

 

The Liu family. 

 

“Mother Liu brought a cup of tea for Liu Caiyi and casually asked, “I heard that you recently groomed a 

pretty good young lady named Feng?”If Liu Caiyi wanted to go far in the world of traditional Chinese 

painting, she had to cultivate her own power, she had to get more people’s support.” 

 

“Liu Caiyi took the tea and said with a frown, “Don’t mention it.”” 

 



“Seeing that Liu Caiyi’s expression was not right, mother Liu asked curiously, “What’s going on?”” 

 

“Liu Caiyi took a sip of the tea. “That Feng Xianxian is a fool like a pig!”When she first met Feng Xianxian, 

Liu Caiyi also felt that she had met a thousand-mile horse.” 

 

She even planned to seek justice for Feng Xianxian. 

 

“After all, she was a person with a strong sense of justice.” 

 

Who knew that Feng Xianxian was a waste! 

 

“Even though she knew the answer, she only got 60 marks.” 

 

And it made her waste more than three months of her time! 

 

“Mother Liu smiled and said, “Alright, don’t be angry. I heard that your Chinese arts association is about 

to run for president. How are your preparations going?”” 

 

Although there was only one word between the vice president and the president. 

 

There was a huge difference in treatment. 

 

“Liu Caiyi continued, “Second elder has always had a good impression of me. Moreover, she also said 

that she would recommend me to the president. I think it should be about right.”” 
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Liu Caiyi had been in the Chinese painting industry for many years and had accumulated a lot of 

connections. 

 

Liu Caiyi was very confident in herself for the position of President of the association this time. 

 

After all. 

 

“Not only did she have connections, but she also had talent. ” 

 

Her contributions to the Chinese painting industry over the years were obvious. 

 

A painting that Liu Caiyi had casually drawn had been auctioned off for hundreds of thousands of 

dollars. 

 

“Most importantly, not only was Liu Caiyi talented, but she was also good-looking. ” 

 

She was one of those people who made people’s eyes shine. 

 

Liu Caiyi was also known as the western beauty of Chinese painting in the Chinese painting industry. 

 

There were even many people who came to admire her reputation. 

 

That was why Liu Caiyi was so nervous when she saw ye Zhuo again. She wanted to help Feng Qianxian. 

 

“Feng Qianxian’s looks were mediocre. She was not half as good as ye Zao, and she was not a threat to 

her. ” 

 

But Ye Zao was different. 

 

“Not only was ye Zao good-looking, his starting point was also high. ” 



 

She had been Master Yu’s disciple since her debut. 

 

What was she compared to ye Zao? 

 

“Although Liu Caiyi had always been very confident in herself, she knew that although she was beautiful, 

she could not be compared to ye Zao. ” 

 

“Once ye Zao entered the literary world and appeared in everyone’s field of vision, would she still be 

able to retain her title of ‘Xi Shi’? ” 

 

Definitely Not! 

 

“Ye Zao was too beautiful. Liu Caiyi was so beautiful that the moment she saw ye Zao, she felt that Ye 

Zao was just a vase. After hearing about the matter with Feng Xianxian, she became even more certain 

that ye Zao was not as good as Feng Xianxian. ” 

 

“Because god was fair. If he gave you beauty, he would not give you wisdom. ” 

 

Where in the world is there a person who has both? 

 

Just like Liu Caiyi. 

 

“In all these years, whether in the world of traditional Chinese painting, calligraphy, or literature, she 

had never seen a person who was more beautiful than herself. ” 

 

“Therefore, in her view, people who were good-looking were all vases. ” 

 

They could not be really knowledgeable! 

 



“Ye Zhuo was so good-looking. With her strength, she could enter the world of literature. ” 

 

Until… 

 

Ye Zao got full marks in the assessment competition. 

 

Full Marks? 

 

How could ye Zao get full marks? ! 

 

Someone must have leaked the examination questions to ye Zao! 

 

“Since she could get half of the examination questions for Feng Xianxian, master Yu’s connections were 

so wide. He could definitely help ye Zao cheat. ” 

 

“Although Liu Caiyi was unwilling, she couldn’t do anything about it. ” 

 

Who asked ye Zao to have a good teacher! 

 

“Fortunately, Ye Zao was only a person in the literary world. ” 

 

“What Liu Caiyi needed to do now was to stand higher and higher in the Chinese painting world. One 

day, she would personally reveal ye Zao’s true colors in front of everyone. ” 

 

Master Yu was already very old. 

 

How many more years could he protect ye Zao? 

 

Two years? 



 

Three years? 

 

Or ten years? 

 

“Thinking of this, a glimmer flashed in Liu Caiyi’s eyes. ” 

 

Just wait! 

 

“When she became the President of the Chinese Arts Association, she would definitely find an 

opportunity to expose ye Zhuo’s true colors in front of everyone! ” 

 

“”Caiyi, what are you thinking about?”Mother Liu waved her hand in front of Liu Caiyi. ” 

 

“”I’m thinking about that new disciple of Master Yu. On the day of the assessment, she made me lose a 

lot of face.” ” 

 

She apologized in public! 

 

“This was the first time in Liu Caiyi’s life that she had apologized in front of so many people to someone 

younger, less experienced, and of a lower status than herself. ” 

 

“Mother Liu frowned, “I heard that Master Yu’s disciple is very talented. For talented people, we should 

rope her in. Why do you have to offend her? Moreover, you are at a critical juncture of running for 

President!” ” 

 

Mother Liu felt that Liu Caiyi should rope ye Zhuo in. 

 

Let Ye Zhuo and Liu Caiyi stand on the same side. 

 



A hint of disdain appeared in Liu Caiyi’s eyes. “You also said that you wanted to rope in talented people! 

Is Ye Zhuo Worthy?” 

 

“”What do you mean?”Mother Liu asked, puzzled. ” 

 

“Liu Caiyi continued, “Ye Zhuo’s grandfather and master Yu are old friends for many years. Moreover, I 

heard that ye Zhuo’s grandfather is a benefactor to master Yu. As for why Master Yu took ye Zhuo in as 

his disciple and why ye Zhuo got full marks in the assessment, I think you should know better than me.” 

” 

 

“There’s such a Thing?”Mother Liu was a little surprised. 

 

She had originally thought that ye Zhuo really had great talent. 

 

“Without great talent, he would be able to get full marks? ” 

 

From the looks of it now. 

 

There were still many tricks up his sleeve. 

 

“After all, even Liu Caiyi could get half of the answers. ” 

 

“If Liu Caiyi got the other half of the answers, then the person who got full marks would be Feng 

Xianxian. ” 

 

“Thinking of this, mother Liu frowned. “I didn’t expect the literary world to be in such a mess now! 

Master Yu is too muddle-headed! Why do you have to sacrifice your life to repay his kindness?” ” 
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Liu Caiyi snorted coldly. “I’m getting old. It’s inevitable that I’m a little old and muddle-headed.” 

 

Some people could turn a blind eye to master Yu’s protection. 

 

But she could not. 

 

She was the Messenger of justice! 

 

1 

 

She could not stand anything unfair in this world. 

 

She would definitely make ye Zhuo stand higher and fall more miserably! 

 

“Liu Caiyi held mother Liu’s hand, she smiled and said, “Mom, don’t worry. When I become the 

President of the Chinese Arts Association, I Won’t be far away from becoming an elder. At that time, I 

will definitely join hands with the president and chief of the calligraphy and chess world, as well as the 

president and chief of the literary world, to let them clean up the internal atmosphere! Clean Up the 

house!” ” 

 

Liu Caiyi was determined to become the president. 

 

Her life would not stop at the president. 

 

“In the future, she would be an elder, the chief elder, and the chief president! ” 

 

What About Ye Zao? 

 

Ye Zao would end up being chased out of the literary world. 



 

Thinking of that scene. 

 

“The corners of Liu Caiyi’s lips curled up, and her heart was filled with joy. ” 

 

“Mother Liu narrowed her eyes. “So, you are confident that you will be able to run for the position of 

President?” ” 

 

“Liu Caiyi nodded, “Over the years, there hasn’t been any new blood injected into the Chinese art world. 

Even if there are newcomers, they are still inferior to me! “Now, not only is second elder very satisfied 

with me, president Zheng is also very satisfied with me. President Zheng has already told me to take 

over his position.” ” 

 

President Zheng was the current president of the Association. No one’s approval was more important 

than president Zheng’s approval. 

 

Liu Caiyi was not a blindly confident person. 

 

“”That’s good.”Hearing these words, mother Liu heaved a sigh of relief. ” 

 

Their Liu family was not some Orthodox scholarly family. It was not easy for Liu Caiyi to enter the world 

of traditional Chinese painting and achieve her current achievements. Mother Liu hoped that Liu Caiyi 

could walk further and further down this path. 

 

… 

 

Lin family. 

 

“Ever since Feng Xianxian lost the competition, she had been depressed, which made Old Lady Lin very 

unhappy. ” 

 

She felt that this was all ye Zhuo’s fault. 



 

If it was not for ye Zhuo… 

 

Feng Xianxian would not have become like this. 

 

“Ye Zhuo got full marks, while Feng Xianxian only got 60 marks. No one would feel good about this. ” 

 

“If ye Zhuo had relied on his strength, it would have been fine. ” 

 

“However, Old Lady Lin felt that there was something fishy going on. ” 

 

Ye Zhuo was only 20 years old. 

 

How could she be that good? 

 

She was a doctor YC in the science and technology field. How could she get full marks in the literary 

world? 

 

It was definitely master Yu who helped her cheat. 

 

She had to be the one to solve the problem. 

 

“If she wanted to open Feng Xianxian’s heart, she had to rely on ye Zhuo. ” 

 

Old Lady Lin went straight to Beijing University. 

 

Ye Zhuo was drying his hair in the dormitory. 

 



“At this moment, Li Yueyue pushed the door open and came in. “Da Zao Zao, your grandmother is here.” 

” 

 

“My Grandmother?”Ye Zao was stunned. 

 

Old Lady Lin? 

 

“Yes.”Li Yueyue nodded. “She’s downstairs right now. Hurry down and take a look.” 

 

Ye Zao put down the hairdryer and walked downstairs. 

 

“As expected, Old Lady Lin was waiting for her downstairs. ” 

 

“Zao Zao.” 

 

“Seeing ye Zao, Old Lady Lin came up to him with a smile. “This is the dessert I just bought. Try It.” ” 

 

There must be something fishy going on. 

 

Old Lady Lin must have something up her sleeve to look for her. 

 

“Although ye Zao loved dessert as much as his life, he did not take the dessert from Old Lady Lin. 

“Grandma, if there’s anything, just tell me directly. There’s no need to be so pretentious.” ” 

 

The smile on Old Lady Lin’s face stiffened a little. 

 

Ye Zao would always be like this. 

 

“In front of an elder like her, he did not look like a junior at all. ” 



 

Other People’s granddaughters were so filial to their own grandma. 

 

What About Ye Zao? 

 

Ye Zao probably wished that she would die as soon as possible. 

 

“Old Lady Lin continued, “Zao Zao, I did come to look for you because of something.” ” 

 

“”Please speak,”ye Zao’s tone was indifferent. ” 

 

“Old Lady Lin said, “Zhuozhuo, ever since you defeated Xianxian in the assessment, Xianxian has been in 

a bad mood for the past few days. I hope that you can go over and Enlighten Xianxian and apologize to 

her at the same time.” ” 

 

“Apologize?”Ye Zhuozhuo’s eyes remained the same. “Why should I apologize to her?” 

 

“Old Lady Lin Glanced at Ye Zhuozhuo. “Others may not know what method you used to win the 

assessment, but I know very well in my heart.” ” 

 

“Ye Zao’s expression turned cold. “Then, please tell me, what method did I use to win the assessment? I 

respect you as an elder, so I call you grandma. I also hope that you can face yourself properly and not 

push your luck!” ” 

 

Old Lady Lin’s expression was also very ugly. “You mean you don’t want to apologize to Xianxian?” 

 

“After saying that, old lady lin continued, “Do you still have a grandmother in your heart? If you don’t 

apologize to Xianxian, I won’t have a granddaughter like you from now on!” ” 
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“”It’s not that you don’t recognize me as your granddaughter, but I don’t have a grandmother like you 

who is blind and doesn’t know people well.”Ye Zao smiled slightly. “The road is just over there, take 

care, Old Lady.” ” 

 

Old Lady Lin choked and was almost angered to death by Ye Zao. 

 

She said that she didn’t recognize ye Zao as her granddaughter just to scare ye Zao. 

 

She did not expect ye Zao to call her old lady in the blink of an eye. 

 

“Old Lady Lin wanted to say something more, but ye Zao’s figure had already disappeared from the 

dormitory building. ” 

 

“After ye Zao returned to the dormitory, he sent a message. ” 

 

“Then, he came to a Qing bar. ” 

 

The environment of this Qing bar was very good. There was a cellist performing live in the middle of the 

stage. 

 

“”Goddess!”At this moment, a surprised female voice sounded in the air. ” 

 

Ye Zao looked back slightly and saw a young woman with a good figure and a beautiful face. 

 

“Shuya.” 

 

“Wang Shuya hugged ye Zao excitedly. “Goddess, long time no see.” ” 

 



“Long time no see.” 

 

“Not only was Wang Shuya a loyal fan of ye Zao, but she was also a good partner of Ye Zao. ” 

 

“After the two of them sat down, Ye Zao handed the wine list to Wang Shuya. “What do you want to 

drink? Order it yourself.” ” 

 

“Wang Shuya smiled and said, “Goddess, then I won’t stand on ceremony with you.” ” 

 

“No need to stand on ceremony.” 

 

“Wang Shuya ordered a cocktail and continued, “Goddess, you called me out this time. Is there 

something you want to tell me?” ” 

 

Ye Zhuo nodded slightly. “There is indeed something I want to trouble you with.” 

 

“”What is it? Tell me.”Hearing that ye Zhuo wanted to trouble her with something, Wang Shuya was 

especially excited. ” 

 

“In her opinion, ye Zao was almost omnipotent. Now that ye Zao had something to ask her for help, it 

was also a form of recognition for her. ” 

 

Ye Zao drank a mouthful of wine. “I want to ask you to help me put on a show.” 

 

“”Put on a show?”Wang Shuya smiled and said, “I’m good at this! What kind of show does the goddess 

want to put on? Do you have a script?” ” 

 

“Although Wang Shuya looked young, she was actually already 39 years old, almost 40 years old. ” 

 

She had previously been a movie queen in the entertainment industry. 



 

“She had debuted as a child star and became famous at 15 years old. When she was 35 years old, she 

retired from the entertainment industry. ” 

 

“Although she had retired from the industry for four years, the legend that belonged to her in the 

entertainment industry was still there. ” 

 

“Ye Zhuo nodded slightly, took out his phone, and handed it to Wang Shuya. “Take a look at this.” ” 

 

“Wang Shuya looked at the phone and smiled. “Feng Xianxian, right? Alright, no problem. Leave it to 

me!” ” 

 

“Originally, ye Zhuo did not want to make a move against Feng Qianxian. ” 

 

“After all, they were not to interfere in each other’s business. ” 

 

But now… 

 

“Looking at Old Lady Lin’s appearance, she probably had no choice but to make a move. ” 

 

“If Old Lady Lin continued like this, something would happen sooner or later. ” 

 

“Then I’ll have to trouble you.”Ye Zhuo raised his cup towards Wang Shuya. 

 

“It’s my honor.” 

 

… 

 

Feng Qianxian had a serious illness. 

 



She was very ill. 

 

She was bedridden and could not get out of bed. 

 

“Old Lady Lin’s heart ached for her. She had taken care of Feng Xianxian in the apartment for two days 

straight. “Xianxian, are you still feeling unwell?” ” 

 

“Feng Xianxian shook her head and said weakly, “I’m not unwell, Grandma. It’s been hard on you these 

past few days. If it weren’t for you, I’m afraid that no one would even know that I’ve died here.” ” 

 

The word ‘die’made Old Lady Lin’s eyebrows jump. 

 

She couldn’t help but feel even more sorry for Feng Xianxian. 

 

This child had a tough life. 

 

“She didn’t have a good mother, and the tenant was even worse. ” 

 

“As she thought about it, Old Lady Lin’s eyes turned red. She felt that she and Feng Xianxian were 

destined to be the same person. ” 

 

“She was sick and uncomfortable, and no one cared about her. ” 

 

“As her biological granddaughter, Ye Zao was also a doctor. For such a long time, he had never cared 

about her, nor did he visit her once. ” 

 

“They lived under the same roof, but ye Zao seemed to be thousands of miles away from her. ” 

 

“Old Lady Lin was really afraid that one day she would die at home, and no one would know. ” 

 



Feng Xianxian’s words were really mean. 

 

A short sentence had made Old Lady Lin think so much. 

 

In fact. 

 

Feng Xianxian did it on purpose. 

 

Just yesterday. 

 

She met a master by chance. 

 

“Under the guidance of a master, she took a cold bath and turned on the electric fan to make her cold 

worse. ” 

 

Because she knew that old Mrs. Lin would never ignore her. 

 

Her goal now was to live in the Lin Family! 

 

Only by living in the Lin family could some plans be implemented. 

 

“The Lin family, including this damn old woman. ” 

 

They all deserve to die! 

 

All of them deserve to die! 

 

“If it weren’t for the Lin family, if it weren’t for ye Zao, she wouldn’t have become like this. ” 

 



She should be the Lin family’s eldest daughter with boundless glory. 
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But everything that belonged to her was taken away by Ye Zhuo. 

 

She wanted to turn Old Lady Lin and Lin Jincheng against each other. 

 

It would be best if Lin Jincheng could take ye Zhuo and Lin ze away from the Lin family manor. 

 

Old Lady Lin was still alive. 

 

“If Lin Jincheng took ye Shu and the others away, then Lin Jincheng would have lost the right to inherit.” 

 

When that time came. 

 

Would everything in the Lin family have anything to do with Lin Jincheng? 

 

Everything in the Lin family should belong to her! 

 

When she got everything in the Lin family. 

 

What was this damn old woman to her? 

 

“Old Lady Lin looked at Feng Xianxian and suddenly had mixed feelings. “What do you mean dead or 

Alive! Silly Child, don’t talk nonsense! You’re still so young! The one who should die should be me, this 

old woman!”” 



 

“Feng Xianxian held Old Lady Lin’s hand. “Grandma, don’t say that. I’m the daughter of a sinner. All of 

this is retribution…”” 

 

“In front of Old Lady Lin, Feng Xianxian never avoided Feng Qianhua.” 

 

She was even destined to mention Feng Qianhua. 

 

Because she knew that only in this way could she resonate with Old Lady Lin. 

 

“”Xianxian, this isn’t your fault. It’s not your fault at all,”Old Lady Lin sobbed. “Silly child, don’t worry. 

Although you don’t have a mother anymore, you still have a grandmother like me. Don’t worry. From 

now on, I will never let you be alone.”” 

 

Feng Xianxian was stunned. 

 

“Old Lady Lin continued, “Pack up and come home with me?”” 

 

“”Go back to your house?”Feng Xianxian asked, feigning doubt.” 

 

“Old Lady Lin said, “It will be your house in the future.”” 

 

“Feng Xianxian hesitated. “Grandmother, this isn’t good. Uncle Lin and Auntie Ye won’t agree.”” 

 

“Hearing that Lin Jincheng and ye Shu didn’t agree, Old Lady Lin frowned and said, “I’m the one in 

charge of the Lin family now. What right do they have to disagree!”” 

 

She was the old lady of the Lin Family! 

 

Did she not even have the right to bring a person home? 



 

“Feng Qianxian continued, “Grandma, you’re already so old. I don’t want you to be wronged in front of 

anyone because of my matter. It’s fine for me to live here alone. You Don’t have to worry.”” 

 

Not Worried? 

 

How could old Lady Lin not be worried? 

 

“Old Lady Lin Thought for a moment and continued, “Qianxian, just you wait. I’ll definitely settle this 

matter properly and then bring you home openly.”” 

 

“”Grandma, what do you want?”Feng Xianxian looked at Old Lady Lin anxiously.” 

 

“Old Lady Lin Smiled at Feng Xianxian. “Silly child, Grandma will not let you be alone.”She planned to let 

Lin Jincheng and ye Shu take Feng Xianxian as their goddaughter.” 

 

“This way, Feng Xianxian would be able to live in the Lin family smoothly.” 

 

“After Old Lady Lin returned, she found Lin Jincheng and told him about this matter.” 

 

“Lin Jincheng frowned and said, “You want me to acknowledge Feng Xianxian as my goddaughter? Are 

you crazy?”” 

 

Old Lady Lin did not want to quarrel with Lin Jincheng. She came to Lin Jincheng for the purpose of 

making Lin Jincheng accept Feng Xianxian as his goddaughter. 

 

“”Jincheng, mother is already so old. All these years, I have never asked you for anything. This is the only 

time.”At this point, Old Lady Lin paused, then, she continued, “And this time, it was ye Zao’s fault! If ye 

Zao had not used his methods to defeat Xianxian, Xianxian would not have fallen into a slump!”” 

 

“In Old Lady Lin’s view, this was ye Zao’s fault.” 



 

It was ye Zao who had won disgracefully. 

 

“If ye Zao had not defeated Feng Xianxian, Feng Xianxian would not have fallen seriously ill. She felt her 

heart ache just looking at him.” 

 

“”What do you mean disgraceful! Even the examiner did not question Zao Zao, what right do you have 

to question her?”Lin Jincheng looked at Old Lady Lin. “Are you still Zao Zao’s biological grandmother?”” 

 

“Acknowledge Feng Qianhua’s daughter as your goddaughter! How can you say that! Don’t you think 

you’ve gone too far?” 

 

“At this moment, Lin Jincheng could hardly control his emotions.” 

 

“Old Mrs. Lin said with red eyes, “Jincheng, I’m your mother! My own mother! I’m about to be a dying 

person, and I’m making such a small request of you. Is that too much? Do you think I’ve gone too far?”” 

 

“Lin Jincheng said angrily, “If you hadn’t gone too far, would you have forced fourth brother to sever ties 

with you?”” 
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“When Lin Jincheng said this, Old Lady Lin felt as if her heart had been broken. ” 

 

“Originally, Lin Qingxuan’s matter had been a thorn in her heart. ” 

 

But Lin Jincheng had openly revealed this matter. 

 

What was the difference between this and a public execution? 



 

“She was Lin Jincheng’s biological mother, but Lin Jincheng, this unfilial son, had poured salt on her 

wound. ” 

 

UNFILIAL! 

 

It was simply unfilial! 

 

“”Do you still treat me as your biological mother?”Old Lady Lin’s eyes were red as she said, “The reason 

why Qingxuan and I ended up like this is all because of you unfilial sons! If you didn’t allow Xia Xiaoman, 

this B * Tch, to marry in, would qingxuan and I end up like this? Ask yourselves, do you still treat 

Qingxuan as your biological brothers!” ” 

 

“Of course, if the four brothers of the Lin family treated Lin Qingxuan as their blood brother, they would 

not let someone like Xia Xiaoman marry into the Lin Family! ” 

 

They thought that they were doing it for Lin Qingxuan’s good! 

 

In fact! 

 

They were harming Lin Qingxuan! 

 

Only she was doing it for Lin Qingxuan’s good. 

 

“However, Lin Qingxuan did not know how to appreciate their kindness and even thought that those 

people were doing it for his good. ” 

 

“Every time she thought of this, Old Lady Lin felt extremely uncomfortable. ” 

 

“Old Lady Lin looked at Lin Jincheng and continued, “Now, I will give you two choices. One is to take 

Xianxian as your goddaughter, and the other is to get out of the old mansion!”The Lin family manor was 

hers. ” 



 

She was the old lady of the Lin family. 

 

“If a tiger did not show its might, would everyone treat her like a sick cat? ” 

 

Old Lady Lin had finally seen through it. She would rather leave the Lin family manor and the family 

business to Feng Xianxian than to leave it to an unfilial son like Lin Jincheng. 

 

Unless Lin Jincheng was willing to accept Feng Qianxian and treat Feng Qianxian as his own daughter. 

 

“Now, there were only two paths before Lin Jincheng. ” 

 

“Lin Jincheng frowned and said, “First, I will not accept Feng Qianxian as my goddaughter. Second, I will 

not leave the old manor!”The Lin family manor was Old Master Lin’s life’s work. To let him move out and 

let an outsider take advantage of him! ” 

 

Was there such a good thing in the world? 

 

“Old Lady Lin looked at Lin Jincheng in disbelief. “You, you dare not move! Lin Jincheng, do you still have 

a mother in your heart?” ” 

 

Old Lady Lin did not expect Lin Jincheng to say such a thing. 

 

Not moving? 

 

This huge Lin family was her family business. Why shouldn’t Lin Jincheng move? 

 

“This family’s surname is Lin. It’s not Zhao!” 

 



“”They’re rebelling! They’re rebelling! I see that all of you are rebelling!”Old Lady Lin roared, “Men! 

Men!” ” 

 

“Immediately, bodyguards walked in from outside. ” 

 

“Old Lady Lin continued, “Chase this unfilial son out!” ” 

 

“The bodyguards looked at each other, and no one dared to make a move. ” 

 

After all. 

 

“The person in charge of the Lin family was Lin Jincheng, and the person who paid their salaries was also 

Lin Jincheng. ” 

 

“Seeing this, Old Lady Lin became even angrier and almost fainted. ” 

 

Lin Jincheng glanced at Old Lady Lin and turned to leave. 

 

East courtyard. 

 

“Seeing that Lin Jincheng had returned, ye Shu asked curiously, “Old lady asked you to go over?” ” 

 

“Yes.”Lin Jincheng nodded. 

 

“Ye Shu moved out the Lily of the valley from the house to bask in the Sun. “She asked you to go over for 

something, right?” ” 

 

“The Lily of the valley was like a string of small white bells. The Breeze blew gently and the fragrance of 

the flowers could be smelled. Ye Shu liked these flowers very much. Because the temperature was low 

sooner or later, she only brought them out to bask in the sun at noon. ” 



 

Lin Jincheng told ye Shu exactly what Old Lady Lin had said. 

 

“Hearing this, Ye Shu frowned and said, “She wants us to take Feng Xianxian as our goddaughter? What 

is she thinking? Does she still think that Feng Qianhua didn’t poison her enough?” ” 

 

Lin Jincheng’s expression was also a little ugly. “Just ignore her.” 

 

“After saying this, Lin Jincheng looked at the Lily of the valley in ye Shu’s hand and said with a smile, 

“This flower has bloomed again?” ” 

 

“Ye Shu nodded. “Yes, it’s the second one this year.” ” 

 

“When the Lily of the valley was first bought, it was in full bloom. Unexpectedly, after the flower had 

withered, it bloomed a second time. ” 

 

“Moreover, this time it bloomed even more vigorously than the previous one. ” 

 

“Ye Zao walked out from inside and said in a low voice, “Dad, although you have already rejected 

grandma, based on her personality, she definitely won’t let it go.” ” 

 

Lin Jincheng frowned. “Then what else does she want?” 

 

“I guess she is already planning to bring Feng Qianxian over.”Ye Zao understood Old Lady Lin’s 

personality too well. 

 

Bring her over? 

 

“Hearing this, Lin Jincheng’s frown deepened. “Do you have any solutions, Zhuo Zhuo?” ” 

 



Ye Zhuo smiled. “There is one. It depends on whether you cooperate or not.” 
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“Go ahead.” 

 

Ye Zao came up with his own solution. 

 

“After saying that, ye Zao continued, “What do you think of My Solution?”” 

 

“Lin Jincheng hesitated for a moment before continuing, “Alright, I’ll do as you say! I’ll make the 

arrangements now.”” 

 

Ye Zao nodded slightly and picked up the fat cat beside him and hugged it in his arms. 

 

“Big Zao Zao!”Little White walked out from inside and leaned its little head over. “You’re hugging this 

silly cat again! I want to hug it too!” 

 

“Ye Zao glanced at it and said with disdain, “You’re too ugly!”” 

 

“Meow.”Brother Meow licked its paws elegantly and glanced at little white arrogantly. 

 

“”I’m not ugly! I’m not only the smartest in the universe, I’m also the most handsome in the 

universe!”Little White raised its head, “I am much more handsome than this silly cat! This silly cat is not 

only the dumbest in the universe, but also the ugliest in the Universe!”” 

 

“”Meow!”Brother Meow seemed to understand the words of Whitey, stretched out his paw, facing 

Whitey’s face is a paw.” 



 

You look like hell. 

 

“”Not painful! Not Painful at all!”The small white made a grimace, “You are a silly cat, silly to marry 

daughter-in-law son silly cat” 

 

“Meow brother ‘Zeng’from ye Zao body scuttled down, jumped to the head of a small white scratch.” 

 

“Silly cat!” 

 

“Meow!” 

 

“Anlizi came in from outside and said with a smile, “Burning, this little white boy of yours is quite 

clever.”” 

 

“That is!”The small white one face proud way: “You also don’t see my father who is!” 

 

“Who is your father?”Asked Annette Curiously. 

 

“”Of course it’s the universe’s most beautiful great burning!”Whitey continued, “With a father so 

powerful, how can I not be smart? He has the universe’s most powerful AI.”” 

 

“An lizi asked suspiciously, “Is that true?”” 

 

“”Of course it’s true!”Whitey raised its head. If it had a tail, its tail would already be in the sky.” 

 

“Narcissistic.”She could tell that this Whitey was as narcissistic as ye Zhuo. 

 

“”You’re the narcissistic one!”Whitey continued, “Why don’t I ask you a question to test your IQ?”” 

 



“You ask.” 

 

Whitey cleared its throat. “Did your mother Hit You When You Were Young?” 

 

“An Lizi nodded without hesitation. “Yes, of course she did.”” 

 

She still remembered the scene when Xia Xiaoman chased after her with a Feather Duster when she was 

disobedient when she was young. 

 

“Hahaha!”Xiao Bai laughed hysterically. “Idiot! You Big Idiot!” 

 

“? ? ?”An Lizi’s face was full of black question marks. 

 

“Xiao Bai continued, “Let me ask you, where were you when your mother was young?”” 

 

An Lizi finally realized that she had been tricked by Xiao Bai. 

 

Xia Xiaoman was not like her when she was young. 

 

“Little White continued, “You are as stupid as this silly cat.”” 

 

“Brother Meow, who was licking his paws:”…”thank you, he was offended.” 

 

“An Lizi did not expect that she would be tricked by little white. She said angrily, “Then let me ask you a 

question to test your IQ.”” 

 

“Ask.” 

 

“An lizi continued, “Is the black chicken better or the white chicken better? Why?”” 



 

“Whitey smiled and said, “Of course the black chicken is better! Because the black chicken can lay white 

eggs, but the white chicken can’t lay black eggs.”” 

 

“”Good! You got it right!”An lizi continued, “Then let me ask you again. If the iron is left outside, it will 

rust. What about the gold?”” 

 

“Whitey shrugged, “Of course it was stolen. I don’t even want to answer such retarded questions. Can 

you ask some technical questions?”” 

 

An Lizi:”…”QWQ was so angry! 

 

“Ye Zao glanced at the man and the machine, picked up brother Meow on the ground, and silently 

walked upstairs.” 

 

“If it was not unexpected, the two of them could argue downstairs for a whole day.” 

 

Ye Zao came to the small room upstairs. 

 

“This was a research room, which she usually used to study medicine.” 

 

“At this time, there was an empty bottle on the workbench.” 

 

“Ye Zhuo picked up the rubber gloves and put them on. Then, he opened the pharmaceutical device and 

took out the pills inside. He put them on the tip of his nose and smelled them.” 

 

“The white pills didn’t have any strange smell. Instead, there was a faint fragrance. It was similar to the 

smell of milk and roses.” 

 

It smelled good. 

 



Ye Zhuo curled his lips slightly and put the pills into the bottle. 

 

“After leaving the research lab, Ye Zhuo sent a message to Wang Shuya.” 

 

Wang Shuya replied immediately. 

 

The two arranged to meet tomorrow morning. 

 

“In the blink of an eye, it was the next day.” 

 

Ye Zhuo came to the place where he met Wang Shuya. 
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“When she arrived, Wang Shuya had already arrived. ” 

 

“Goddess!” 

 

“Shuya.” 

 

Ye Zhuo handed two bottles to Wang Shuya. “The blue bottle is used to suppress toxins. The white 

bottle has a health care effect. There’s only one pill in it. Tell people to be more cautious.” 

 

There were no problems with these two medicines. 

 

“However, if they were taken at the same time, there would be side effects. ” 



 

Hemiplegia. 

 

She could only lie in bed for the rest of her life. 

 

“”Understood.”Wang Shuya took the bottle. “Leave this to me. Goddess, you can rest assured.” ” 

 

Ye Zhuo nodded slightly. 

 

… 

 

“Ever since the big fight with Lin Jincheng yesterday, the more Old Lady Lin thought about it, the more 

uncomfortable she felt. She was extremely angry. ” 

 

“She wanted to drive the Lin family away from the Lin family, but Lin Jincheng refused to leave! ” 

 

Fine! 

 

“They won’t leave, right? ” 

 

Then she would go and fetch Feng Xianxian back. 

 

With her here. 

 

Let’s see who dares to make things difficult for Feng Xianxian! 

 

“In the future, Feng Xianxian would be her biological granddaughter. ” 

 

Whoever made things difficult for Feng Xianxian would be making things difficult for her. 



 

“Old Lady Lin came to Feng Xianxian’s apartment and held Feng Xianxian’s hand. “Let’s Go! Xianxian, 

come home with me!” ” 

 

“Feng Xianxian asked doubtfully, “Grandma, Uncle Lin and the others agreed to let me go?” ” 

 

“Old Mrs. Lin said angrily, “There’s no need for them to agree! I’m the one in charge of the Lin Family! 

Do I have to look at their faces when I bring someone home?” ” 

 

She was the one in charge of the Lin Family! 

 

“”That’s not good, right?”Feng Xianxian said awkwardly, “Grandma, you and uncle Lin and Auntie ye are 

a real family. You Don’t have to hurt your feelings for an outsider like me.” ” 

 

“Seeing how sensible Feng Xianxian was, old Mrs. Lin was very touched. ” 

 

“Feng Xianxian wasn’t related to her by blood, yet she could do this. ” 

 

What about Lin Jincheng? 

 

What about Lin Ze? 

 

What about Ye Zhuo? 

 

“They were her own son, grandson, and granddaughter. ” 

 

And in the end? 

 

They were even worse than an outsider! 

 



Especially Lin Ze. 

 

“Lin Ze was a dragon and a Phoenix. When he first returned to the Lin family, he weighed less than three 

pounds. ” 

 

She was the one who raised him little by little. 

 

But what about Lin Ze? 

 

How did Lin ze repay her? 

 

“Ever since ye Shu returned, Lin Ze had forgotten about her as his grandmother. ” 

 

“Every time she thought of this, Old Mrs. Lin would be heartbroken. ” 

 

She wished she could die. 

 

“If she had known earlier that raising Lin Ze would be better than raising an outsider, she would never 

have raised him. ” 

 

All of them did not put her in their eyes at all! 

 

“The more old Mrs. Lin thought about it, the angrier she got. She grabbed Feng Xianxian’s hand tightly. 

“Who said you’re an outsider! From now on, you’re my biological granddaughter! In my heart, no one 

can compare to you!” ” 

 

“”Grandma, thank you.”Feng Xianxian hugged old Mrs. Lin emotionally. ” 

 

“From an angle that old Mrs. Lin could not see, a sinister light appeared in Feng Xianxian’s eyes. ” 

 



Damn old woman. 

 

She was really stupid! 

 

She deserved to be deceived. 

 

Biological granddaughter? 

 

What right did this damn old woman have to be her biological grandmother? 

 

“Sooner or later, she would let this damn old woman get what she deserved. ” 

 

Feng Xianxian narrowed her eyes. 

 

“”Good child! There’s no need to thank Grandma!”Old Lady Lin let go of Feng Xianxian and continued, 

“Let’s go, Xianxian, go back with Grandma.” ” 

 

“Feng Xianxian was still a little hesitant, “Grandma, I think it’s not good. After all…” ” 

 

“”There’s nothing bad about it! I’m the one in charge of the Lin family now!”Old Lady Lin continued, 

“Xianxian, don’t be afraid. As long as I’m by your side, no one will dare to bully you!” ” 

 

“Grandma…” 

 

“Old Lady Lin frowned and said, “Why are you so afraid? They don’t put me in their eyes. Don’t tell me 

you don’t have a Grandma in your eyes?” ” 

 

“Feng Xianxian quickly explained, “No! Grandmother, you’ve misunderstood! I’ve always treated you as 

my own grandmother! You’re the only family I have in this world!” ” 

 



“”In that case, you can go home with grandmother!”Old Lady Lin said with a straight face, “If you don’t 

go home with me, it means that you don’t have a grandmother in your eyes at all!” ” 

 

“Feng Xianxian bit her lip and continued, “Then Grandma, Please Wait for me for a while. I’ll pack my 

things first.” ” 

 

“Only then was Old Lady Lin Satisfied. She smiled and said, “Sure, you can just pack a few clothes. The 

house doesn’t lack anything.” ” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

Very soon. 

 

Feng Xianxian packed her clothes. 

 

“The two of them walked out of the apartment and got into the car. They set off for the Lin family 

manor. The car was very fast, and in a short while, they arrived at the entrance of the Mian Xiu Manor. ” 

 

“The door, which was originally wide open, was suddenly closed. ” 


